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LearnPad - Using Your Existing
Curriculum & Instructional Materials
We know new Apps are powerful, easy and engaging. But, in addition to making those downloads simple, the
LearnPad allows you to utilize all your existing digital materials. Being Purpose Built for Education means that our
solution needs to support and enhance your standards-based instruction. The LearnPad allows immediate, easy,
out-of-the-box access to all “your” existing digital content and interactive materials.

Access & use Flash-based Content

Existing Web Based Programs

One of the key limitations of the iPad for
schools is its lack of support for Adobe Flash.
95% of the curriculum content schools use is
written in Flash, and as such will not run on
the iPad. LearnPad is built on Google’s Android
operating system, which natively supports Flash
activities and content, including websites and content from great
publishers. LearnPad allows you to bring the engagement and
excitement of touch screen to your existing curriculum content.

Teachers,
Curriculum
Coordinators
and
Instructional Technologists have been engaging
students for years with interactive materials
accessible directly from the web. LearnPad’s
ER EdSafe Browser allows for immediate use of
these important instructional resources without
any special permissions, simply directed and
controlled by the teacher.

Application & Content Delivery

Download Educational Apps

As well as centrally managing LearnPads,
the portal has a custom designed content
delivery system, allowing teachers or network
managers to upload, store and automatically
deliver new applications and content directly
to individual or grouped LearnPads, all from
one central location. Send your own documents, videos or flash
content directly to LearnPad, safely and securely from a central
portal. Managing and delivering content to multiple devices has
never been so easy.

More than 1/2 million Android based Apps
are currently available* with incredible
growth in Apps for student engagement
and learning concept mastery. The
LearnPad cloud based management
console allows a teacher instant, controlled
access to enable Apps for targeted delivery to all or select
students. The LearnPad App store provides for a secure assembly
to customize, organize and filter. (* as of 10.12.12)

Connect to Network Shares

Use any Digital Textbooks

iPad’s restrict access to network share drives
based on their simple, consumer-based design.
Implementing existing lesson plans, scope
and sequence documents and curriculum
frameworks shared across schools and a district
via the school network is a must for supporting
your standards-based instruction. Through the teacher directed
management console, and directly on the LearnPad, you can
effortlessly enable network shares to ensure instruction remains ontarget, and on pace.

Schools have encouraged their textbook
providers to offer companion digital
supplements to increase convenience,
efficiency and access to learning anywhere.
The LearnPad, out of the box, comes with the
most robust LearnPad Reader offering text to
speech capabilities for special needs learners
along with 5 native languages for LEP populations. Anytime,
anywhere learning is effortless with the LearnPad’s Productivity
pack which is interoperable will all digital text formats offered by
educational publishers.

Educational Resources® has provided Instructional Technology Solutions since 1985. Our school specialists
support classroom productivity by supplying technology based solutions and tools that positively transform
education. ER™ is proud to introduce tablet solutions customized specifically for classroom instruction.
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